
About Us

Island Glow Aesthetics is a medical grade cosmetic and 
aesthetic skin clinic, aiming to deliver optimal results in the 
delivery of beautiful dermal and aesthetic outcomes. Our 
clinicians include registered nurses & dermal therapists.

We pride ourselves on ensuring that all of your skin care needs 
and aesthetic requirements are addressed and managed in the 
most optimal manner.

WE ARE MEMBERS OF:

• AHPRA - Australian Health Practitioner

• ANF - Australian Nursing Federation

• CPD Institute of Australia 
Cosmetic Professional Institute of Australia.

We are dedicated to delivering optimal results and restoring, 
renewing and refreshing your skin. Our skin clinic delivers the 
highest quality facial treatments to reduce the signs of ageing, 
and give younger-looking, radiant skin using the most up-to-
date techniques and state-of-the-art cosmetic techniques and 
equipment.

The team of Island Glow Aesthetics will meet all of your skincare 
and beauty needs, and manage them to achieve the best 
possible outcomes. Island Glow Aesthetics offers non-surgical 
treatment options to help improve your skin and enhance your 
overall look.

We offer you a professional, unbiased assessment in a fantastic, 
discreet, friendly environment.

BOOK YOUR GLOW:   
WWW.ISLANDGLOWAESTHETICS.COM.AU

CONTACT
1/42 THOMPSON AVE, COWES 3922

(03) 5952 6658

INFO@ISLANDGLOWAESTHETICS.COM.AU

WWW.ISLANDGLOWAESTHETICS.COM.AU

SOCIALS
 @ISLANDGLOWAESTHETICS

AFTER HOURS
(Emergency Only)

AFTER HOURS NURSE:  0478 747 824

NICKY TZIMAS:  0408 089 941

DR CHAU:          0411 410 12

POISONS INFO   131 126

AMBULANCE   000

OPERATING HOURS
MONDAY  CLOSED
TUESDAY  10AM – 6PM
WEDNESDAY  10AM - 6PM
THURSDAY  10AM - 6PM
FRIDAY  10AM - 6PM
SATURDAY  10AM - 5PM
SUNDAY  CLOSED

|  SKIN NEEDLING  |  COSMETIC INJECTABLES 
|  PEELS  |  FACIALS |

COMPLAINTS:

For all complaints or concerns we ask that they are  
directed to the following contacts:

1.  Email | Info@islandglowaesthetics.com.au

2.  AHPRA | Ph 1300 419 495  |  www.ahpra.gov.au

3.  Health Complaints Commissioner | Ph 1300 582 113

Appointment deposits:

Deposits are required to secure your appointment. All deposits 
are redeemable upon treatment on day of appointment.

If the appointment is cancelled 48hrs prior, Your deposit will be 
withheld and non refundable due to our cancelation policy. 

*Prices subject to change without notice

(Please be advised that operating hours are subject  
to change during the winter season.)
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Anti-Wrinkle / Neurotoxin Treatments 
DYSPORT $5.50 PER UNIT XEOMIN $14.95 PER UNIT

BOTOX  $14.95 PER UNIT  LETYBO  $14.95 PER UNIT

HYPERHIDROSIS TREATMENT    $1,400

Dermal Filler Treatments  
LIP AUGMENTATION FROM $550/ML

CHIN AUGMENTATION  FROM $750/ML

CHEEK ENHANCEMENT FROM $750/ML

JAWLINE CONTOUR FROM $750/ML

TEAR TROUGH  FROM $750/ML

TEMPORAL HOLLOWING FROM $750/ML

Fat Dissolving Injections for Double Chin
PACKAGE (2 X TREATMENTS, 6-8 WEEKS APART) $2,500

SINGLE TREATMENT (AFTER INITIAL TREATMENT) $1,200

Collagen Boosting/  
Skin Strengthening Treatments
MESOTHERAPY (BEAUTY BOOSTER)
Injectable treatment containing vitamins, minerals, and hyaluronic acid 
that plumps up the skin, creating support and tightening. Perfect for fine 
lines and wrinkles, crepey skin under the eye area and hydrating the skin).

SINGLE SESSION – (3ML) 
- TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $950 FOR 3ML 

3 PACK - TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $2,699

UNDER EYE (1ML) $499

3 PACK UNDER EYE (1ML)  $1,250

PRP: Platelet Rich Plasma 
This injectable treatment requires your blood to be taken by one of our nurses. 
Your blood is spun in a centrifuge to separate the red blood cells from the platelets 
and plasma. The high concentration of platelets within the plasma is then injected 
into the skin of the treatment area. This treatment will trigger your own bodies 
natural healing cascade and has been proven to help promote hair growth, reduce 
the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles and improve skin texture and tone. 

PRP HAIR
SINGLE SESSION - HAIR REGENERATION $1,400

3  SESSION - HAIR REGENERATION 3 PACK  $3,900

(Vampire Facial) PRP & Skin Needling 
SINGLE SESSION - TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $650 

3 PACK - TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $1,799

Skin Needling 
This treatment is performed by either one of our nurses or dermal specialists. 
A skin needling device is used which contains several small needles which pen-
etrate into the skin to enforce healing and collagen production. This treatment 
will enhance and rejuvenate the skin, tighten and strengthen the skin, reduce 
fine lines and wrinkles, reduce the appearance of scars and uneven skin tone.

SINGLE SESSION - TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $450

3 PACK - TOTAL FACE OR NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE $1,250

Cryopen
(Freezing treatment using high pressure nitic oxide to safely and 
painlessly remove skin tags, age spots and warts) 

SPOT TREATMENT $80

TEEN ACNE PACKAGE: USUALLY $740 / NOW $599 
OBSERVE SKIN ANALYSIS  X2 
EXPRESS FACIAL WITH EXTRACTIONS  X2 
LED THERAPY  X4 
MASK PEEL  X2 
Discount on Biretix Range and Cosmedix detox mask during TX period.

PDO Threads FROM $550

(The PDO thread treatment is a great treatment to target sagging skin. Made 
from a complex sugar polydioxanone or PDO safe suture material, this unique 
absorbable thread is designed to help you feel and look your best with minimal 
pain and downtime. As collagen and elastin is stimulated, you will notice a 
reduction of fine lines and wrinkles and improved skin tone and texture) 

Skin Treatments & Facials
MICRODERMABASION  $120

EXPRESS FACIAL (30MIN) $85

CARBON FACIAL $180

PREMIUM FACIAL (60MIN) $150 
ADD ON MASK:  COLLAGEN, HYDRATING OR BRIGHTENING  $25

HONEY SIGNATURE FACIAL (45MIN) 
Australian certified organic ingredients $145

LED Light Therapy
(Light emitting diode therapy uses varying wavelengths of light to help  
regenerate the skin and improve the healing process)

LED 30 MINS $120 

Medical Grade Peels  FROM $300 
Chemical peels use both natural and synthesised ingredients to bring about 
a chemical form exfoliation. The workings of a peel occur on a cellular level 
to stimulate certain functions and bring about results such as improvements 
in skin texture and tone and reduce the appearance of pigmentation and fine 
lines and wrinkles. 

Dermaplaning
(A surgical blade is used to exfoliate the skin and remove peach fuzz’ vellus 
hair from the face for glowing skin)

SINGLE TREATMENT $159

ADD ON MASK:  COLLAGEN, HYDRATING OR BRIGHTENING  $25

Venus Via Medical Device Treatments
Reduce fine lines and wrinkles, reduce pigmentation and rosacea, correct acne 
scarring, correct stretch marks, reduce pore size and tightens skin. Customisable 
and tailored treatments to help meet any of your concerns by our trained team.

NANOFRACTIONAL RF ACNE SCARS   
SINGLE SESSION   $750  3 PACK   $1,900

NANOFRACTIONAL RF & DIAMONDPOLAR MP2 FULL FACE  
SINGLE SESSION  $1,100 3 PACK  $2,750.00

NANOFRACTIONAL RF & DIAMONDPOLAR MP2 ABDOMEN  
SINGLE SESSION  $900 3 PACK  $2,500

NANOFRACTIONAL RF & DIAMONDPOLAR MP2  
FULL FACE, NECK & DECOLETTE  
SINGLE SESSION  $1,800  3 PACK  $4,000

DIAMONDPOLAR MP2 FULL FACE  
SINGLE SESSION  $350 3 PACK $900

DIAMONDPOLAR MP2 FULL FACE & NECK  
SINGLE SESSION  $500 3 PACK  $1,200

DIAMONDPOLAR MP2 UPPER ARMS  
SINGLE SESSION  $350 3 PACK  $900

IPL 
IPL (Intense Pulsed Light) is a type of light therapy where a range of light 
wavelengths target specific skin concerns or remove hair.

IPL Skin Rejuvenation
(Pigmentation, Vascular, Rejuvenation & Acne.) 

FULL FACE   $450  

HALF FACE   $300

SPOT TREATMENT  $50

IPL Hair Removal 
(The IPL machine emits light at specific wavelengths which are absorbed by 
the pigment located in the hair follicle. The machine is then pulsed to disrupt the 
hair follicle which is absorbed by the light, energy is converted to heat, resulting 
in thermal damage to the hair follicle) 

PER AREA $39/AREA

PACKAGES AVAILABLE


